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', 'release' => 'Office2016' ) ); return $product; } But when i run this function it give following error {"errors":[{"error": "Can't load document as a template. Reason code: %s","code": -2147204761,"text":"Couldn't open
document as a template"}]} I am new to Yii please help me to solve this. Thanks A: I had the same issue, trying to use a template for another site than the default one for yii2. In this case the solution I found is to add this
line in the controller, before return the model: $this->loadModel(Yii::getAlias('@yupe/models/users')); And this in the model: public static function getUser($user_id) { $user = Yii::$app->user->identity; $user->uid =
$user_id; return $user; } In this case this line: Yii::$app->user->identity; is used in the model to get the current user identity, not in the model in case you need to use it to get the current user. A: Try this:
Yii::$app->user->identity; This would work on CI3.0+ and Yii2. If you use Yii::$app->user->identity; it will work with any version. The annual List of the Global 100 Social Entrepreneurs (GESE) has been recognized for the
seventh time by the International Centre for Local Self-Reliance (CIRLS), the global social enterprise network, which conducted the research. The rankings are compiled by CIRLS based on the companies’ activities and
corporate reputation with the objective of promoting excellence in social enterprise and raising awareness of innovative work done in the sector. The list is compiled using criteria in which every company is assessed on a
scale of 0 to 100, which is calculated through an audit process that includes both qualitative and quantitative criteria. Companies must have a minimum of $25,000 in annual revenue and be based in the Americas. The
criteria are weighted equally with the weighted average being taken to calculate the final score. To compile the Global 100 Social Entrepreneurs List, CIRLS evaluates each company’s activity for its performance against a
set of qualitative and quantitative criteria. These include: World Bank income classifications for the World Bank’s Doing Business Ranking, as well as other published indicators of the companies’ performance
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